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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an NMR (nu-
clear magnetic resonance) probe and, more particularly,
to an NMR probe having a detector portion cooled down
to cryogenic temperatures by low-temperature helium
gas such that NMR signals are detected with enhanced
sensitivity.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer is
an instrument for observing the NMR signal produced
from a sample by applying an intense static magnetic
field to the sample such that the magnetic moments of
atomic nuclei having nuclear spins within the sample are
induced to precess about the static field, then causing
the magnetic moments of the atomic nuclei to precess
by applying an RF magnetic field perpendicular to the
direction of the static magnetic field, and detecting the
NMR signal as an RF magnetic field intrinsic to the sam-
ple. The NMR signal is emitted when the precessional
motion of the magnetic moments of the atomic nuclei
returns from excited state to ground state.
[0003] The NMR signal is normally quite weak. To en-
hance the detection sensitivity, piping for low-tempera-
ture gas is mounted in the NMR probe having a built-in
detector portion. The detector portion is cooled down to
cryogenic temperatures, thus reducing thermal noise in
the NMR instrument. In this way, the sensitivity of the
NMR instrument is enhanced (Patent Reference 1 (Jap-
anese Patent Laid-Open No. 307175/1998), Patent Ref-
erence 2 (Japanese Patent Laid-Open No.
332801/1998), and Patent Reference 3 (Japanese Pat-
ent Laid-Open No. 153938/2001)).
[0004] The positional relation between the prior art
NMR probe and a superconducting magnet for producing
a static magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1. A main coil B
of superconducting wire is wound inside the supercon-
ducting magnet, A. The main coil B is usually placed with-
in a thermally insulated container (not shown) capable
of holding liquid helium or the like, and cooled down to
cryogenic temperatures. An NMR probe C is made up of
a jawlike base portion 40 placed outside the magnet and
a cylindrical portion 41 inserted in the magnet. The su-
perconducting magnet A is provided with a cylindrical
hole D extending along the central axis. The cylindrical
portion 41 is usually inserted into the hole D by moving
the cylindrical portion 41 upwardly from the lower opening
portion.
[0005] The structure of the prior art NMR probe is
shown in Fig. 2. A vacuum-insulated container 13 is made
up of the jawlike base portion 40 placed outside the mag-
net in conformity with the shape of the NMR probe and
a cylindrical portion 41 inserted in the magnet. In the con-
tainer 13, a cooler 8 is supported by a support post 5

whose one end is mounted to the lower end surface of
the container 13. A detector portion 1 made up of a de-
tection coil 2 and a tuning and matching circuit 3 is in
thermal contact with and held to the cooler 8. The detec-
tion coil 2 is wound along the outer surface of a cylindrical
bobbin 15. The detection center 11 of the detection coil
2 is set at a position where the magnetic homogeneity is
optimal within an external static magnetic field produced
by a superconducting magnet (not shown).
[0006] Thermally insulated piping consisting of a trans-
fer line 7 and a pipe 4 is connected with the cooler 8. The
transfer line 7 is used to inject and discharge a low-tem-
perature refrigerant such as low-temperature helium gas.
[0007] A gas pipe 6 for varying the temperature of the
sample extends along the center axis of the cylindrical
bobbin 15 around which the detection coil 2 is wound.
The intersection of the gas pipe 6 and the wall of the
vacuum-insulated container 13 is vacuum-sealed by an
O-ring 30. In particular, the bobbin 15 is disposed coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 outside this pipe 6 used for varying
the temperature of the sample. The detection coil 2 is
disposed coaxially with the gas pipe 6 and bobbin 15
outside the bobbin 15. Gas used to vary the temperature
of the sample is drawn through the gas pipe 6 from below
to top.
[0008] A sample tube 12 holding a sample 14 to be
investigated is inserted in the downward direction coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 on the inner side of the gas pipe
6 for varying the temperature of the sample such that the
center of the sample 14 is coincident with the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2.
[0009] In this structure, the low-temperature refriger-
ant such as low-temperature helium gas is injected into
the cooler 8 from the outside through the transfer line 7
and pipe 4, thus cooling both the detection coil 2 and
tuning and matching circuit 3 of the detector portion 1.
This enhances the Q value of the detection coil 2 and
reduces thermal noise in the detection coil 2 and in the
tuning and matching circuit 3. This in turn improves the
sensitivity of the NMR instrument. At the same time, a
temperature-controlled gas (variable temperature (VT)
gas) is injected into the gas pipe 6 for varying the sample
temperature from below to maintain the sample 14 at an
appropriate temperature.
[0010] The prior art NMR probe cooled down to low
temperatures has one problem. As shown in Fig. 3, the
center of the detection coil 2 drops to a position 11’ by
shrinkage of the support post 5 due to cooling. Therefore,
the detection coil 2 deviates from the portion of the high-
est homogeneity within the static magnetic field. This de-
teriorates the homogeneity of the static field, impairing
the spectral resolution. It is necessary to correct this po-
sitional deviation after a lapse of a sufficient time to wait
until the inside of the vacuum-insulated container 13
comes to a thermal equilibrium. Consequently, the ad-
justing work is time-consuming, and the reproducibility
is poor.
[0011] US 5,247,256 relates to a cooling arrangement
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for the RF receiver coil of a NMR spectrometer. In par-
ticular, it discloses an NMR probe having a vacuum-in-
sulated container and a detector portion, the vacuum-
insulated container having a cylindrical portion for inser-
tion into a magnet, the detector portion comprising a de-
tection coil arranged within said container, the detector
portion being cooled by a cooling means.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] In view of the foregoing, it would be desirable
to provide an NMR probe in which positional deviation of
the detector portion caused by shrinkage of the support
post due to cooling of the detector portion can be sup-
pressed to a minimum.
[0013] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion there is provided a NMR probe as specified in claim 1.
[0014] Preferably, the detector portion is fitted with a
gas pipe for varying the temperature of the sample, the
pipe extending along the center axis of the detector por-
tion. A bobbin is placed coaxially with the gas pipe outside
this pipe. The detection coil is placed coaxially with the
gas pipe and bobbin outside the bobbin.
[0015] Preferably, the detector portion is grounded via
a thin plating formed on the surface of the heat-insulating
member.
[0016] In another preferred embodiment, the detector
portion is grounded via a thin metal foil sandwiched be-
tween the heat-insulating member and the vacuum-insu-
lated container.
[0017] Preferably, the detector portion is cooled by
low-temperature helium gas.
[0018] Preferably, the cooling means is fitted with a
pipe through which a refrigerant flows. The pipe has a
resilient or movable portion in at least a part thereof.
[0019] Preferably, the detector portion is supported by
a support post that is firmly secured to the vacuum-insu-
lated container. At least a part of the support post has a
resilient or movable portion that absorbs tensile force or
distorting force applied to the support post during thermal
shrinkage.
[0020] Preferably still, the detector portion is supported
by a support post that is firmly secured to the vacuum-
insulated container. The support post is in thermal con-
tact with a gas pipe through which a gas flows, the gas
being temperature controlled around room temperature.
Thus, the instrument is so configured that thermal shrink-
age is avoided.
[0021] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a NMR probe in combination
with a gas supply, as specified in claim 8.
[0022] In this manner, thermal shrinkage is prevented.
[0023] Other preferred embodiments of the invention
will appear in the course of the description thereof, which
follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the prior art NMR in-
strument.
Figs. 2 and 3 are cross-sectional views of the prior
art NMR probe.
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of an NMR probe
according to one embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view of an NMR probe
according to another embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view of an NMR probe
according to a further embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0025] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion are hereinafter described with reference to the ac-
companying drawings. Fig. 4 shows an NMR probe ac-
cording to one embodiment of the invention. This probe
has a vacuum-insulated container 13 made up of a jaw-
like base portion 40 placed outside a magnet in conform-
ity with the shape of the NMR probe and a cylindrical
portion 41 inserted in the magnet. In the vacuum-insu-
lated container 13, a support post 17 is firmly secured to
the lower end surface of the vacuum-insulated container
13. A cooler 8 is supported by the support post 17. A
detector portion 1 made up of a detection coil 2 and a
tuning and matching circuit 3 is in thermal contact with
and held to the cooler 8. In this embodiment, the support
post 17 takes the form of a hollow cylinder and is made
to stand within the vacuum-insulated container 13 via a
pedestal 19. Note that the support post 17 is not always
required to be shaped as a hollow cylinder. In addition,
in the embodiment described above, the detector portion
1 is supported by the support post 17 via the cooler 8.
The detector portion 1 may also be directly supported by
the support post 17 without via the cooler 8.
[0026] The detector portion 1 is also mounted to the
upper end surface of the cylindrical portion 41 of the vac-
uum-insulated container 13 by means of securing parts
21 via an intervening heat-insulating member 20. The
surface of the heat-insulating member 20 is quite thinly
plated to suppress the thermal conduction to a sufficiently
low level. Thus, the detector portion 1 can be grounded
while sufficiently thermally insulated if the vacuum-insu-
lated container 13 is preset to ground potential. In con-
sequence, the detector portion 1 is electrically stabilized.
Instead of plating the surface, a quite thin metal foil may
be interposed. Furthermore, the detector portion 1 may
be mounted to a side surface of the cylindrical portion 41
of the vacuum-insulated container 13 via an intervening
heat-insulating member. The shape itself of the heat-in-
sulating member 20 may be modified variously. For in-
stance, the heat-insulating member 20 may so shaped
that it depends from the upper end surface of the cylin-
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drical portion 41.
[0027] The detection coil 2 mounted in the detector
portion 1 is wound along the outer surface of the cylin-
drical bobbin 15. The center of detection 11 of the detec-
tion coil 2 is set to a position where the magnetic homo-
geneity is highest within the external static magnetic field
set up by a superconducting magnet (not shown).
[0028] Thermally insulated piping consisting of a trans-
fer line 7 and a pipe 4 is connected with the cooler 8. The
transfer line 7 is used to inject and discharge a low-tem-
perature refrigerant such as low-temperature helium gas.
[0029] A gas pipe 6 for varying the temperature of the
sample extends along the center axis of the cylindrical
bobbin 15 around which the detection coil 2 is wound.
The intersection of the gas pipe 6 and the wall of the
vacuum-insulated container 13 is vacuum-sealed by an
O-ring 30. In particular, the bobbin 15 is disposed coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 outside this pipe 6 used for varying
the temperature of the sample. The detection coil 2 is
disposed coaxially with the gas pipe 6 and bobbin 15
outside the bobbin 15. Gas used to vary the temperature
of the sample is drawn through the gas pipe 6 from below
to top.
[0030] A sample tube 12 holding a sample 14 to be
investigated is inserted in the downward direction coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 on the inner side of the gas pipe
6 for varying the temperature of the sample such that the
center of the sample 14 is coincident with the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2.
[0031] The detection coil 2 is connected with a spec-
trometer (not shown) by a connector 10 mounted outside
the vacuum-insulated container 13 through the tuning
and matching circuit 3 and cable 9. Resilient expansible
(movable) portions 16 and 18 are formed between the
support post 17 and pipe 4.
[0032] In this structure, the low-temperature refriger-
ant such as low-temperature helium gas is injected into
the cooler 8 from the outside through the transfer line 7
and pipe 4, thus cooling the detection coil 2 of the detector
portion 1 and tuning and matching circuit 3. This enhanc-
es the Q value of the detection coil 2 and reduces thermal
noise in the detection coil 2 and in the tuning and match-
ing circuit 3. This in turn improves the sensitivity of the
NMR instrument. At the same time, a temperature-con-
trolled or variable temperature (VT) gas is injected from
below into the gas pipe 6 for varying the sample temper-
ature to maintain the sample 14 at an appropriate tem-
perature.
[0033] The detector portion 1 is mounted to the end
surface of the vacuum-insulated container 13 closer to
the position where the detector portion 1 is installed, i.e.,
mounted to the upper end surface of the cylindrical por-
tion 41 or an end surface of the cylindrical portion 41, via
an intervening heat-insulating member 20. Since the
heat-insulating member 20 and detector portion 1 are
sufficiently shorter than the prior art support post 5 shown
in Fig. 1, the position of the center of detection 11 of the
detection coil 2 shifts only infinitesimally even if the heat-

insulating member 20 and detector portion 1 thermally
shrink due to cooling. As a result, if the cooler 8 cools
the detector portion 1 down to cryogenic temperatures,
the center of detection 11 of the detection coil 2 is pre-
vented from deviating from the portion where the mag-
netic homogeneity is highest within the static magnetic
field.
[0034] Furthermore, tensional force or distorting force
applied to the support post 17 and pipe 4 due to thermal
shrinkage is mitigated by elongation or shrinkage of the
resilient expansible portions 16 and 18 mounted in the
intervening positions. Consequently, it is unlikely that
strong tensile or distorting force is applied to the support
post 17 and pipe 4. As a result, the detection coil 2 mount-
ed in the detection portion 1 can be maintained at the
optimum position within the vacuum-insulated container
13. The expansible or movable portions 16 and 18 may
be replaced by bellows or the like.
[0035] Fig. 5 shows an NMR probe according to an-
other embodiment of the invention. This probe has a vac-
uum-insulated container 13 made up of a jawlike base
portion 40 placed outside a magnet in conformity with
the shape of the NMR probe and a cylindrical portion 41
inserted in the magnet. In the vacuum-insulated contain-
er 13, a pedestal 19 is firmly secured to the lower end
surface of the container 13, and a support post 24 stands
on the pedestal 19. A pin 22 stands on a heat-insulating
material 23 mounted to the support post 24. The pin 22
is inserted in a recessed portion formed in a cooler 8. A
gap 25 of variable width (movable portion) is formed be-
tween the cooler 8 and heat-insulating material 23 to per-
mit the portions located above the cooler 8 to move up
and down without trouble. The detector portion 1 made
up of the detection coil 2 and tuning and matching circuit
3 is in thermal contact with and held to the cooler 8.
[0036] The detector portion 1 is also mounted to the
upper end surface of the cylindrical portion 41 of the vac-
uum-insulated container 13 by means of securing parts
21 via an intervening heat-insulating member 20. The
surface of the heat-insulating member 20 is quite thinly
plated to suppress the thermal conduction to a sufficiently
low level. Thus, the detector portion 1 can be grounded
while sufficiently thermally insulated if the vacuum-insu-
lated container 13 is preset to ground potential. In con-
sequence, the detector portion 1 is electrically stabilized.
Instead of plating the surface, a quite thin metal foil may
be interposed. Furthermore, the detector portion 1 may
be mounted to a side surface of the cylindrical portion 41
of the vacuum-insulated container 13 via an intervening
heat-insulating member. The shape itself of the heat-in-
sulating member 20 may be modified variously. For in-
stance, the heat-insulating member 20 may be so shaped
that it depends from the upper end surface of the cylin-
drical portion 41.
[0037] The detection coil 2 mounted in the detector
portion 1 is wound along the outer surface of the cylin-
drical bobbin 15. The center of detection 11 of the detec-
tion coil 2 is set to a position where the magnetic homo-
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geneity is highest within the external static magnetic field
set up by a superconducting magnet (not shown).
[0038] Thermally insulated piping consisting of a trans-
fer line 7 and a pipe 4 is connected with the cooler 8. The
transfer line 7 is used to inject and discharge a low-tem-
perature refrigerant such as low-temperature helium gas.
[0039] A gas pipe 6 for varying the temperature of the
sample extends along the center axis of the cylindrical
bobbin 15 around which the detection coil 2 is wound.
The intersection of the gas pipe 6 and the wall of the
vacuum-insulated container 13 is vacuum-sealed by an
O-ring 30. In particular, the bobbin 15 is disposed coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 outside this pipe 6 used for varying
the temperature of the sample. The detection coil 2 is
disposed coaxially with the gas pipe 6 and bobbin 15
outside the bobbin 15. Gas used to vary the temperature
of the sample is drawn through the gas pipe 6 from below
to top.
[0040] A sample tube 12 holding a sample 14 to be
investigated is inserted in the downward direction coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 on the inner side of the gas pipe
6 for varying the temperature of the sample such that the
center of the sample 14 is coincident with the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2.
[0041] The detection coil 2 is connected with a spec-
trometer (not shown) by a connector 10 mounted outside
the vacuum-insulated container 13 through the tuning
and matching circuit 3 and cable 9. A resilient expansible
(movable) portion 16 is formed in the pipe 4.
[0042] In this structure, the low-temperature refriger-
ant such as low-temperature helium gas is injected into
the cooler 8 from the outside through the transfer line 7
and pipe 4, thus cooling the detection coil 2 of the detector
portion 1 and tuning and matching circuit 3. This enhanc-
es the Q value of the detection coil 2 and reduces thermal
noise in the detection coil 2 and in the tuning and match-
ing circuit 3. This in turn improves the sensitivity of the
NMR instrument. At the same time, a temperature-con-
trolled or variable temperature (VT) gas is injected from
below into the gas pipe 6 for varying the sample temper-
ature to maintain the sample 14 at an appropriate tem-
perature.
[0043] The detector portion 1 is mounted to the end
surface of the vacuum-insulated container 13 closer to
the position where the detector portion 1 is installed, i.e.,
mounted to the upper end surface of the cylindrical por-
tion 41 or an end surface of the cylindrical portion 41, via
an intervening heat-insulating member 20. Since the
heat-insulating member 20 and detector portion 1 are
sufficiently shorter than the prior art support post 5 shown
in Fig. 1, the center of detection 11 of the detection coil
2 shifts only infinitesimally even if the heat-insulating
member 20 and detector portion 1 thermally shrink due
to cooling. As a result, if the cooler 8 cools the detector
portion 1 down to cryogenic temperatures, the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2 is prevented from de-
viating from the portion where the magnetic homogeneity
is highest within the static magnetic field.

[0044] Furthermore, tensional or distorting force ap-
plied to the pipe 4 due to thermal shrinkage is mitigated
by the resilient expansible portion (movable portion) 16
mounted in the intervening position. Consequently, it is
unlikely that strong tensile or distorting force is applied
to the pipe 4. As a result, the detection coil 2 mounted in
the detection portion 1 can be maintained at the optimum
position within the vacuum-insulated container 13. Ther-
mal shrinkage of the support post 24 caused by cooling
can be absorbed by forming a gap (movable portion) 25
between the heat-insulating material 23 and cooler 8 and
permitting a pin 22 standing on the heat-insulating ma-
terial 23 to slide within the recessed portion of the cooler
8.
[0045] Fig. 6 shows an NMR probe according to a fur-
ther embodiment of the invention. This probe has a vac-
uum-insulated container 13 made up of a jawlike base
portion 40 placed outside a magnet in conformity with
the shape of the NMR probe and a cylindrical portion 41
inserted in the magnet. In the vacuum-insulated contain-
er 13, a support post 24 is firmly secured to the lower
end surface of the vacuum-insulated container 13 via an
intervening heat-insulating material 27. A cooler 8 is sup-
ported by the support post 24. A detector portion 1 made
up of a detection coil 2 and a tuning and matching circuit
3 is in thermal contact with and held to the cooler 8. In
this embodiment, the support post 24 is in thermal contact
with a gas pipe 6 through which a variable temperature
(VT) gas flows, the gas being temperature controlled
around room temperature. The support post 24 can be
maintained close to room temperature. This support post
24 is made to stand within the vacuum-insulated contain-
er 13 via a pedestal 28. In this embodiment, the detector
portion 1 is supported by the support post 24 via the cool-
er 8. The detector portion 1 may also be directly support-
ed by the support post 24 without via the cooler 8.
[0046] The detector portion 1 is mounted also to the
upper end surface of the cylindrical portion 41 of the vac-
uum-insulated container 13 by means of securing parts
21 via an intervening heat-insulating member 20. The
surface of the heat-insulating member 20 is quite thinly
plated to suppress the thermal conduction to a sufficiently
low level. Thus, the detector portion 1 can be grounded
while sufficiently thermally insulated if the vacuum-insu-
lated container 13 is preset to ground potential. In con-
sequence, the detector portion 1 is electrically stabilized.
Instead of plating the surface, a quite thin metal foil may
be interposed. Furthermore, the detector portion 1 may
be mounted to a side surface of the cylindrical portion 41
of the vacuum-insulated container 13 via an intervening
heat-insulating member. The shape itself of the heat-in-
sulating member 20 may be modified variously. For in-
stance, the heat-insulating member 20 may be so shaped
that it depends from the upper end surface of the cylin-
drical portion 41.
[0047] The detection coil 2 mounted in the detector
portion 1 is wound along the outer surface of the cylin-
drical bobbin 15. The center of detection 11 of the detec-
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tion coil 2 is set to a position where the magnetic homo-
geneity is highest within the external static magnetic field
set up by a superconducting magnet (not shown).
[0048] Thermally insulated piping consisting of a trans-
fer line 7 and a pipe 4 is connected with the cooler 8. The
transfer line 7 is used to inject and discharge a low-tem-
perature refrigerant such as low-temperature helium gas.
[0049] A gas pipe 6 for varying the temperature of the
sample extends along the center axis of the cylindrical
bobbin 15 around which the detection coil 2 is wound.
The intersection of the gas pipe 6 and the wall of the
vacuum-insulated container 13 is vacuum-sealed by an
O-ring 30. In particular, the bobbin 15 is disposed coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 outside this pipe 6 used for varying
the temperature of the sample. The detection coil 2 is
disposed coaxially with the gas pipe 6 and bobbin 15
outside the bobbin 15. Gas used to vary the temperature
of the sample is drawn through the gas pipe 6 from below
to top.
[0050] A sample tube 12 holding a sample 14 to be
investigated is inserted in the downward direction coax-
ially with the gas pipe 6 on the inner side of the gas pipe
6 for varying the temperature of the sample such that the
center of the sample 14 is coincident with the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2.
[0051] The detection coil 2 is connected with a spec-
trometer (not shown) by a connector 10 mounted outside
the vacuum-insulated container 13 through the tuning
and matching circuit 3 and cable 9. A resilient expansible
(movable) portion 16 is formed in the pipe 4.
[0052] In this structure, the low-temperature refriger-
ant such as low-temperature helium gas is injected into
the cooler 8 from the outside through the transfer line 7
and pipe 4, thus cooling the detection coil 2 of the detector
portion 1 and tuning and matching circuit 3. This enhanc-
es the Q value of the detection coil 2 and reduces thermal
noise in the detection coil 2 and in the tuning and match-
ing circuit 3. This in turn improves the sensitivity of the
NMR instrument. At the same time, a temperature-con-
trolled (VT) gas is injected from below into the gas pipe
6 for varying the sample temperature to maintain the sam-
ple 14 at an appropriate temperature.
[0053] The detector portion 1 is mounted to the end
surface of the vacuum-insulated container 13 closer to
the position where the detector portion 1 is installed, i.e.,
mounted to the upper end surface of the cylindrical por-
tion 41 or an end surface of the cylindrical portion 41, via
an intervening heat-insulating member 20. Since the
heat-insulating member 20 and detector portion 1 are
sufficiently shorter than the prior art support post 5 shown
in Fig. 1, the center of detection 11 of the detection coil
2 shifts only infinitesimally even if the heat-insulating
member 20 and detector portion 1 thermally shrink due
to cooling. As a result, if the cooler 8 cools the detector
portion 1 down to cryogenic temperatures, the center of
detection 11 of the detection coil 2 is prevented from de-
viating from the portion where the magnetic homogeneity
is highest within the static magnetic field.

[0054] The support post 24 is thermally insulated from
the cooler 8 via the heat-insulating material 27, and is in
thermal contact with the gas pipe 6 at a thermal contact
portion 26. Gas that is temperature-controlled around
room temperature flows through the gas pipe 6. Hence,
the support post 24 is maintained close to room temper-
ature. Thermal shrinkage that would normally be caused
by cryogenic cooling does not occur. On the other hand,
tensile force applied to the pipe 4 due to thermal shrink-
age is mitigated by elongation and shrinkage of the re-
silient extensible portion 16 mounted in the intervening
position. Consequently, strong distorting force is not ap-
plied to the pipe 4. As a result, the detection coil 2 mount-
ed in the detector portion 1 can be maintained in the
optimal position within the vacuum-insulated container
13.
[0055] In this embodiment, if the detector portion 1 is
not fixed to the upper end surface of the vacuum-insu-
lated container 13, the same advantages can be obvi-
ously had as in the case where the detector portion 1 is
fixed to the upper end surface of the vacuum-insulated
container 13.
[0056] As described so far, an NMR probe according
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention has
a vacuum-isolated container and a detector portion po-
sitioned within this container having a cylindrical portion
inserted in a magnet. The detector portion is made up of
a detection coil and a tuning and matching circuit. The
detector portion is cooled by a cooling means such that
NMR signals are detected with enhanced sensitivity. The
detector portion is mounted to the upper end surface or
a side surface of the cylindrical portion. Consequently,
positional shift of the detector portion caused by shrink-
age of the support post due to cooling of the detector
portion can be reduced to a minimum. As a result, the
work for adjusting the resolution during NMR measure-
ment can be facilitated. Also, the reproducibility is im-
proved.

Claims

1. An NMR probe having a vacuum-insulated container
(13) and a detector portion (1), the vacuum-insulated
container having a cylindrical wall (41) for insertion
into a magnet,
the detector portion comprising a detection coil (2)
for detecting NMR signals, arranged within and con-
nected to an upper end of an enclosure placed within
said container, said enclosure being positioned with
its lower end on a coolable structure (8), such that,
when said structure is cooled, NMR signals can be
detected with enhanced sensitivity;
the detector portion further comprising a tuning and
matching circuit (3) within said enclosure (13);
said enclosure being mounted to an upper end sur-
face or a side surface of said cylindrical wall via a
heat-insulating member (20), and
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said coolable structure (8) being fitted with a pipe (4)
through which a refrigerant may flow, wherein said
pipe contains a resilient or movable portion (16) to
mitigate tensional or distorting forces applied to said
pipe (4) due to thermal shrinkage, and hence sup-
press a positional deviation of the detector portion
due to cooling.

2. The NMR probe of claim 1, wherein

(A) said detector portion (1) is fitted with a gas
pipe (6) for varying the temperature of a sample,
the pipe extending along the center axis of the
detector portion,
(B) a bobbin (15) is placed coaxially with the gas
pipe outside the gas pipe, and
(C) said detection coil (2) is placed coaxially with
the gas pipe and the bobbin.

3. The NMR probe of claim 1 or 2, wherein said detector
portion (1) is grounded via a thin plating formed on
a surface of said heat-insulating member (20).

4. The NMR probe of claim 1 or 2, wherein said detector
portion (1) is grounded via a thin metal foil sand-
wiched between said heat-insulating member (20)
and said vacuum-insulated container (41).

5. The NMR probe of any one of claims 1 to 4, combined
with a source of low-temperature helium gas, ar-
ranged in communication with the pipe (4), such that
said helium gas can flow through said pipe (4).

6. The NMR probe of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein
said detector portion (1) is supported by a support
post (17) that is firmly secured to the vacuum-insu-
lated container (13), and wherein said support post
has a resilient or movable portion (18) at least in a
part thereof to absorb tensile force or distorting force
applied to the support post during thermal shrinkage.

7. The NMR probe of any one of claims 1 to 5, in com-
bination with a gas supply, wherein said detector por-
tion (1) is supported by a support post (17) that is
firmly secured to the vacuum-insulated container
(13), and wherein said support post is placed in ther-
mal contact with a gas pipe (6) at a thermal contact
portion (26), the gas pipe being connected to said
gas supply arranged to provide gas which is temper-
ature controlled around room temperature, thus
forming a structure preventing thermal shrinkage.

8. An NMR probe in combination with a gas supply, the
NMR probe having a vacuum-insulated container
(13) and a detector portion (1), the vacuum-insulated
container having a cylindrical wall (41) for insertion
into a magnet, the detector portion comprising a de-
tection coil (2) for detecting NMR signals from a sam-

ple, the detector portion being arranged within and
connected to an upper end of an enclosure placed
within the container, the enclosure being positioned
with its lower end on a coolable structure (8), such
that, when the structure is cooled, NMR signals can
be detected with enhanced sensitivity,
the detector portion (1) further comprising a tuning
and matching circuit (3) within the enclosure, and
said coolable structure (8) having a support post (17)
firmly mounted to a lower end surface of said vacu-
um-insulated container (13) and wherein the support
post is placed in thermal contact with a gas pipe (6)
at a thermal contact portion (26), the gas pipe being
connected to said gas supply arranged to provide
gas which is temperature controlled around room
temperature to the sample, thus forming a structure
preventing thermal shrinkage of the support post and
hence suppressing a positional deviation of the de-
tector portion due to cooling of said structure (8).

Patentansprüche

1. NMR-Sonde, die einen Vakuum-isolierten Behälter
(13) und einen Detektor-Abschnitt (1) aufweist,
wobei der Vakuum-isolierte Behälter eine zylindri-
sche Wand (41) zum Einführen in einen Magnet auf-
weist,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt eine Detektions-Spule
(2) zum Detektieren von NMR-Signalen umfasst, an-
geordnet innerhalb und verbunden mit einem oberen
Ende einer Hülle, die innerhalb des Behälters plat-
ziert ist,
wobei die Hülle mit ihrem unteren Ende auf einer
kühlbaren Struktur (8) platziert ist, derart, dass NMR-
Signale mit erhöhter Genauigkeit detektiert werden
können, wenn die Struktur gekühlt ist;
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt ferner einen Abstim-
mungs- und Anpassungs-Schaltkreis (3) innerhalb
der Hülle (13) umfasst; wobei die Hülle an einer obe-
ren Endfläche oder einer Seitenfläche der zylindri-
schen Wand mittels eines Wärme-Isolationsele-
ments (20) befestigt ist, und
wobei die kühlbare Struktur (8) mit einem Rohr (4)
ausgerüstet ist, durch welches ein Kühlmittel strö-
men kann,
wobei das Rohr einen dehnfähigen oder bewegli-
chen Abschnitt (16) enthält, um Spannungs- und
Verzerrungskräfte abzuschwächen, die auf das
Rohr (4) angewandt werden aufgrund von thermi-
scher Schrumpfung, und um damit eine Positions-
abweichung des Detektor-Abschnitts aufgrund der
Kühlung zu unterdrücken.

2. NMR-Sonde nach Anspruch 1,
wobei

(A) der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) mit einem Gas-
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Rohr (6) zum Variieren der Temperatur einer
Probe ausgerüstet ist,
wobei das Rohr sich entlang der Mittelachse des
Detektor-Abschnitts erstreckt,
(B) ein Spulenträger (15) koaxial mit dem Gas-
Rohr außerhalb des Gas-Rohrs platziert ist, und
(C) die Detektions-Spule (2) koaxial mit dem
Gas-Rohr und dem Spulenträger platziert ist.

3. NMR-Sonde nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) mittels einer dün-
nen Beschichtung, die auf einer Oberfläche des Wär-
me-Isolationselements (20) gebildet ist, geerdet ist.

4. NMR-Sonde nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) mittels einer dün-
nen Metall-Folie geerdet ist, die zwischen dem Wär-
me-Isolationselement (20) und dem Vakuum-isolier-
ten Behälter (41) angeordnet ist.

5. NMR-Sonde nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4,
kombiniert mit einer Quelle eines Tieftemperatur-
Helium-Gases, die in Verbindung mit dem Rohr (4)
angeordnet ist, so dass das Helium-Gas durch das
Rohr (4) strömen kann.

6. NMR-Sonde nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) durch einen Stütz-
pfosten (17) gestützt ist, die fest an dem Vakuum-
isolierten Behälter (13) gesichert ist, und
wobei der Stützpfosten einen dehnbaren oder be-
weglichen Abschnitt (18) wenigstens in einem Teil
dessen aufweist, um Spannungs- und Verzerrungs-
kräfte, die auf den Stützpfosten während der thermi-
schen Schrumpfung angewandt werden, zu absor-
bieren.

7. NMR-Sonde nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, in
Kombination mit einer Gas-Zuführung,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) durch einen Stütz-
pfosten (17) gestützt ist, der fest an dem Vakuum-
isolierten Behälter (13) gesichert ist, und
wobei der Stützpfosten in thermischem Kontakt mit
einem Gas-Rohr (6) an einem thermischen Kontakt-
Abschnitt (26) ist,
wobei das Gas-Rohr mit einer Gas-Zuführung ver-
bunden ist, die dafür angeordnet ist, Gas bereitzu-
stellen, das in etwa bei Raumtemperatur Tempera-
tur-gesteuert/geregelt ist und somit eine Struktur bil-
det, die thermische Schrumpfung verhindert.

8. NMR-Sonde in Kombination mit einer Gas-Zufüh-
rung,
wobei die NMR-Sonde einen Vakuum-isolierten Be-
hälter (13) und einen Detektor-Abschnitt (1) auf-
weist,
wobei der Vakuum-isolierte Behälter eine zylindri-
sche Wand (41) zum Einführen in einen Magnet auf-

weist,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt eine Detektions-Spule
(2) zum Detektieren von NMR-Signalen von einer
Probe aufweist,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt innerhalb eines obe-
ren Endes einer Hülle, die innerhalb des Behälters
platziert ist, angeordnet und mit dieser verbunden ist,
wobei die Hülle mit ihrem unteren Ende auf einer
kühlbaren Struktur (8) platziert ist, derart, dass NMR-
Signale mit erhöhter Genauigkeit detektiert werden
können, wenn die Struktur gekühlt ist,
wobei der Detektor-Abschnitt (1) ferner einen Ab-
stimmungs- und Anpassungs-Schaltkreis (3) inner-
halb der Hülle umfasst, und
wobei die kühlbare Struktur (8) einen Stützpfosten
(17) aufweist, der fest an einer unteren Endfläche
des Vakuum-isolierten Behälters (13) befestigt ist,
und
wobei der Stützpfosten in thermischem Kontakt mit
einem Gas-Rohr (6) an einem thermischen Kontakt-
Abschnitt (26) platziert ist,
wobei das Gas-Rohr mit einer Gas-Zuführung ver-
bunden ist, die dafür angeordnet ist, Gas bereitzu-
stellen, das in etwa bei Raumtemperatur Tempera-
tur-gesteuert/geregelt ist und somit eine Struktur bil-
det, welche die thermische Schrumpfung des Stütz-
pfostens verhindert und damit eine Positionsabwei-
chung des Detektor-Abschnitts aufgrund des Küh-
lens der Struktur (8) unterdrückt.

Revendications

1. Sonde RMN ayant un coffret isolé sous vide (13) et
une partie de détection (1), le coffret isolé sous vide
ayant une paroi cylindrique (41) pour l’insertion dans
un aimant,
la partie de détection comprenant une bobine de dé-
tection (2) destinée à détecter des signaux RMN,
agencée dans et reliée à une extrémité supérieure
d’une enceinte placée à l’intérieur dudit coffret, ladite
enceinte étant positionnée de sorte à avoir son ex-
trémité inférieure sur une structure refroidissable (8),
de telle sorte que, lorsque ladite structure est refroi-
die, des signaux RMN peuvent être détectés avec
une sensibilité améliorée ;
la partie de détection comprenant en outre un circuit
de syntonisation et d’adaptation (3) à l’intérieur de
ladite enceinte (13) ;
ladite enceinte étant montée sur une surface d’ex-
trémité supérieure ou une surface latérale de ladite
paroi cylindrique par l’intermédiaire d’un élément
d’isolation thermique (20), et
ladite structure refroidissable (8) étant munie d’un
tuyau (4) à travers lequel un réfrigérant peut s’écou-
ler, où ledit tuyau contient une partie élastique ou
mobile (16) pour atténuer les forces de tension ou
de distorsion appliquées audit tuyau (4) en raison de
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la contraction par refroidissement, et supprimer donc
une déviation de position de la partie de détection
due au refroidissement.

2. Sonde RMN de la revendication 1, dans laquelle

(A) ladite partie de détection (1) est munie d’un
tuyau de gaz (6) pour faire varier la température
d’un échantillon, le tuyau s’étendant le long de
l’axe central de la partie de détection,
(B) un bobinage (15) est placé de manière
coaxiale avec le tuyau de gaz à l’extérieur du
tuyau de gaz, et
(C) ladite bobine de détection (2) est placée de
manière coaxiale avec le tuyau de gaz et le bo-
binage.

3. Sonde RMN de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle
la partie de détection (1) est mise à la masse à travers
un placage mince formé sur une surface dudit élé-
ment d’isolation thermique (20).

4. Sonde RMN de la revendication 1 ou 2, dans laquelle
la partie de détection (1) est mise à la masse à travers
une feuille métallique mince intercalée entre ledit
élément d’isolation thermique (20) et ledit coffret iso-
lé sous vide (41).

5. Sonde RMN de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 4, combinée à une source de gaz d’hélium basse
température, agencée en communication avec le
tuyau (4), de sorte que ledit gaz d’hélium puisse cir-
culer à travers ledit tuyau (4).

6. Sonde RMN de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, dans laquelle ladite partie de détection (1) est
soutenue par un montant de support (17) qui est so-
lidement fixé au coffret isolé sous vide (13), et dans
laquelle ledit montant de support a une partie élas-
tique ou mobile (18) au moins dans une partie de ce
dernier pour absorber une force de tension ou une
force de distorsion appliquée au montant de support
au cours d’une contraction par refroidissement.

7. Sonde RMN de l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, en combinaison avec une alimentation de gaz,
dans laquelle ladite partie de détection (1) est sou-
tenue par un montant de support (17) qui est solide-
ment fixé au coffret isolé sous vide (13), et dans la-
quelle ledit montant de support est placé en contact
thermique avec un tuyau de gaz (6) au niveau d’une
partie de contact thermique (26), le tuyau de gaz
étant relié à ladite alimentation de gaz agencée pour
fournir du gaz dont la température est régulée à tem-
pérature ambiante environ, formant ainsi une struc-
ture empêchant la contraction par refroidissement.

8. Sonde RMN en combinaison avec une alimentation

de gaz, la sonde RMN ayant un coffret isolé sous
vide (13) et une partie de détection (1), le coffret isolé
sous vide ayant une paroi cylindrique (41) pour l’in-
sertion dans un aimant, la partie de détection com-
prenant une bobine de détection (2) pour détecter
des signaux RMN provenant d’un échantillon, la par-
tie de détection étant agencée dans et reliée à une
extrémité supérieure d’une enceinte placée à l’inté-
rieur du coffret, l’enceinte étant positionnée de sorte
à avoir son extrémité inférieure sur une structure re-
froidissable (8) de telle sorte que, lorsque la structure
est refroidie, des signaux RMN peuvent être détec-
tés avec une sensibilité améliorée,
la partie de détection (1) comprenant en plus un cir-
cuit de syntonisation et d’adaptation (3) à l’intérieur
de l’enceinte (13) ;
ladite structure refroidissable (8) ayant un montant
de support (17) solidement monté à une surface
d’extrémité inférieure dudit coffret isolé sous vide
(13) et où le montant de support est placé en contact
thermique avec un tuyau de gaz (6) au niveau d’une
partie de contact thermique (26), le tuyau de gaz
étant relié à ladite alimentation de gaz agencée pour
fournir du gaz dont la température est régulée à tem-
pérature ambiante environ à l’échantillon, formant
ainsi une structure empêchant la contraction par re-
froidissement du montant de support et supprimant
ainsi une déviation de position de la partie de détec-
tion due au refroidissement de ladite structure (8).
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